1. ON WHICH PLANET WAS SUPERMAN BORN?
A) MARS  B) XENON  C) KRYPTON  D) KLEPTO
ANSWER: C) KRYPTON

2. IN WHICH U.S. STATE DID SUPERMAN GROW UP?
A) NEBRASKA  B) KANSAS  C) ILLINOIS  D) IOWA
ANSWER: B) KANSAS

3. WHAT IS SUPERMAN'S SECRET IDENTITY?
A) KEN CLARKSON  B) CARL KEMP  C) CLARK KENT  D) CAL ELLIS
ANSWER: C) CLARK KENT

4. WHERE DOES SUPERMAN WORK?
A) THE GOTHAM GAZETTE  B) THE PLANET TRIBUNE  C) THE METRO DAILY  D) THE DAILY PLANET
ANSWER: D) THE DAILY PLANET

5. WHO IS SUPERMAN'S ARCH-NEMESIS?
A) LANA LANG  B) LEX LUTHOR  C) CAPTAIN KRYPTONITE  D) WONDER WOMAN
ANSWER: B) LEX LUTHOR

6. WHICH IS NOT ONE OF SUPERMAN'S POWERS?
A) SHRINKING  B) FLIGHT  C) X-RAY VISION  D) SUPER-SPEED
ANSWER: A) SHRINKING

SUPER HERO SCRAMBLE
HOW MANY WORDS CAN YOU MAKE FROM THE LETTERS IN SUPERHERO?

HOW'D YOU DO?
1-8 WORDS = STAR SIDEKICK
9-16 = HERO IN TRAINING
17+ = MASTER OF WORDS

SOLVE THE MAZE TO HELP SUPERMAN JOIN FORCES WITH WONDER WOMAN!